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Origins

The Hungarian National Corpus (HNC)

developed between 1998 and 2001
representative sample of the language use of the second half
of the 90s → empirical evidence for status of language and
data for theoretical analysis and language technology
first major annotated Hungarian corpus, available freely
through a search interface
187 million words, covering language variants from beyond the
border of Hungary → Hungarian Minority Language Corpus
more than 7000 registered users, dozens of research papers
based on HNC data
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Motivation

15 years after ...

requirements against language resources have changed
significantly

dominance of data oriented methods and applications in NLP
→ the more data the better results
better language processing tools
→ higher quality and finer level of analysis and annotation
preservation of representativity
→ subsequent sampling from language use needed

HNC has become outdated
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Objectives

Increase ...

quality. Use new technology for development and analysis.
size. Extend the corpus to 1 Gw.
coverage and representativity. Take new samples of languge
use and include further variants (transcribed spoken language
data in particular).

HGC: Develop an up-to-date language resource that will service
the research community as well as the interested public.
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Preparation

Text collection

clean IPR issues
extensive metadata (simple webcrawling not sufficient)
ease of processing → no pdf, no OCR

Preprocessing, normalization

identify textual content and basic document structure
filter out (near-)duplicates and non-Hungarian sections
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Preparation

Analysis and annotation

detailed morphosyntactic analysis and disambiguation with
updated processing toolchain
(information on stem, each morph and compounding)
NP chunking, Named Entity recognition
XML annotation compatible with international standards

Corpus query engine

robust, able to handle several gigawords
quick response (depending on complexity of queries)
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Outcome

HNC: 187 m. HGC (+HNC): 1091 m.
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Outcome

"Intelligent" corpus

complex searches based on every piece of information in the
annotation

morpho(phono)logical phenomena
multiword expressions: collocations, verbal arguments

display settings: context, metadata
distributional analysis, built in post-processing (multilevel
frequency lists, subsequent searches on previous results)
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"piros ..."
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"piros lámpa"
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Web interface

http://mnsz.nytud.hu
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The end

Thank you for your attention
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